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FROM ONE OF THE MOST BRILLIANT MINDS OF OUR TIME COMES A BOOK THAT
CLARIFIES HIS MOST IMPORTANT IDEAS Stephen Hawking’s worldwide bestseller A Brief
History of Time remains a landmark volume in scientific writing. But for readers who have asked
for a more accessible formulation of its key concepts—the nature of space and time, the role of
God in creation, and the history and future of the universe—A Briefer History of Time is
Professor Hawking’s response. Although “briefer,” this book is much more than a mere
explanation of Hawking’s earlier work. A Briefer History of Time both clarifies and expands on
the great subjects of the original, and records the latest developments in the field—from string
theory to the search for a unified theory of all the forces of physics. Thirty-seven full-color
illustrations enhance the text and make A Briefer History of Time an exhilarating and must-have
addition in its own right to the great literature of science and ideas.

From Publishers WeeklyStarred Review. In the 17 years since the publication of A Brief History
of Time, Dr. Hawking's bestselling exposition of physics, new data from particle physics and
observational astronomy have shed light on efforts to find a Grand Unified Theory of Everything
that Hawking and Mlodinow use to enhance and update their answers to basic questions about
the universe: where it's going and how it began. Discussed at length are the mysterious dark
matter and dark energy-both of which can only be observed by their gravitational effects and are
believed to make up 90 percent of the universe. Another area of research that has exploded in
the past 20 years is string theory. Hawking and Mlodinow provide one of the most lucid
discussions of this complex topic ever written for a general audience. Readers will come away
with an excellent understanding of the apparent contradictions and conundrums at the forefront
of contemporary physics. Recognizing that much of their audience will also be science fiction
buffs, they include a chapter on the possibility of time travel. "Don't bet on it," the authors advise.
Throughout these discussions, the authors maintain the same wry, lively tone that made the
original Brief History such a delight. They close with a discussion of where physics ends and
philosophy begins, "Why does the universe exist at all?" They cannot provide the answer, but
they do provide an immense amount of food for thought. Highly recommended.Copyright ©
Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.From Scientific
AmericanHawking's A Brief History of Time, published in 1988, was a surprise best-seller but a
tough read for most people who tackled it. Hawking received many requests for a version that
would make his discussion of deep questions about the universe more accessible. This book
does that. Hawking and Mlodinow, a physicist turned science writer, proceed by small and
careful steps from the early history of astronomy to today's efforts to construct a grand unified
theory of the universe.Editors of Scientific AmericanFrom BooklistTheoretical physicist Hawking



became an international celebrity thanks to his cosmological primer Brief History of Time (1988),
one of the twentieth century's biggest best-sellers. According to Hawking, one copy of Brief
History has been sold for every 750 people on earth (move over, Scarlett O'Hara!). While Brief
History amassed that sales record, however, its subject matter didn't stand still, and some kind
of overhaul, Hawking and Mlodinow say, came to seem necessary. They chose to revise in the
direction of lesser length, more illustration, and greater accessibility as they updated to
incorporate developments in string theory, new indications that a unified theory of physics--one
that comprehends gravity as well as the three other physical forces--is possible, and new
observations made by the Hubble Space Telescope and the Cosmic Background Explorer
satellite. Few will be sorry for their choice, for Briefer History may be the clearest introduction to
physics ever, and not just because it eschews equations, though that helps. Its clarity arises from
firmly adhering to the concept announced by the second chapter's title, "Our Evolving Picture of
the Universe." The book is the developmental portrait--a biography, if you will--of the idea of a
dynamic cosmos, which took long to catch on: even Einstein, whose relativity theories "broke"
the idea as nothing before had done, clung to a cosmological constant (which, Hawking and
Mlodinow show, yet has its uses) in the face of quantum mechanical indeterminacy. Like the best
biographies, it's an utterly engrossing read. Ray OlsonCopyright © American Library
Association. All rights reservedReviewPraise for the original edition of A Brief History of
Time “[Hawking] can explain the complexities of cosmological physics with an engaging
combination of clarity and wit. . . . His is a brain of extraordinary power.”—The New York Review
of Books “Lively and provocative . . . Mr. Hawking clearly possesses a natural teacher’s gifts—
easy, good-natured humor and an ability to illustrate highly complex propositions with analogies
plucked from daily life.”—The New York Times “Even as he sits helpless in his wheelchair, his
mind seems to soar ever more brilliantly across the vastness of space and time to unlock the
secrets of the universe.”—Time “This book marries a child’s wonder to a genius’s intellect. We
journey into Hawking’s universe while marvelling at his mind.”—The Sunday Times (London) “A
masterful summary of what physicists now think the world is made of and how it got that way.”—
The Wall Street Journal “Charming and lucid . . . [a book of] sunny brilliance.”—The New
YorkerFrom the Back Cover"A Brief History of Time, published in 1988, was a landmark volume
in science writing and in world-wide acclaim and popularity, with more than 9 million copies in
print globally. The original edition was on the cutting edge of what was then known about the
origins and nature of the universe. But the ensuing years have seen extraordinary advances in
the technology of observing both the micro- and the macrocosmic world--observations that have
confirmed many of Hawking's theoretical predictions in the first edition of his book.Now a
decade later, this edition updates the chapters throughout to document those advances, and
also includes an entirely new chapter on Wormholes and Time Travel and a new introduction. It
make vividly clear why "A Brief History of Time has transformed our view of the universe.About
the AuthorStephen Hawking was the Lucasian Professor of Mathematics at the University of
Cambridge for thirty years and the recipient of numerous awards and honors including the



presidential Medal of Freedom. His books for the general reader include My Brief History, the
classic A Brief History of Time, the essay collection Black Holes and Baby Universes, The
Universe in a Nutshell, and, with Leonard Mlodinow, A Briefer History of Time and The Grand
Design. Stephen Hawking died in 2018.Leonard Mlodinow is a physicist and the author of
Feynman’s Rainbow, Euclid’s Window, and The Drunkard’s Walk. He lives in Pasadena,
California.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter OneThinking About
the UniverseWe live in a stragne and wonderful universe. Its age, size, violence, and beauty
require extraordinary imagination to appreciate. The place we humans hold within this vast
cosmos can seem pretty insignificant. And so we try to make sense of it all and to see how we fit
in. Some decades ago, a well-known scientist (some say it was Bertrand Russell) gave a public
lecture on astronomy. He described how the earth orbits around the sun and how the sun, in
turn, orbits around the center of a vast collection of stars called our galaxy. At the end of the
lecture, a little old lady at the back of the room got up and said: "What you have told us is
rubbish. The world is really a flat plate supported on the back of a giant turtle." The scientist gave
a superior smile before replying, "What is the turtle standing on?" "You're very clever, young
man, very clever," said the old lady. "But it's turtles all the way down!"Most people nowadays
would find the picture of our universe as an infinite tower of turtles rather ridiculous. But why
should we think we know better? Forget for a minute what you know-or think you know-about
space. Then gaze upward at the night sky. What would you make of all those points of light? Are
they tiny fires? It can be hard to imagine what they really are, for what they really are is far
beyond our ordinary experience. If you are a regular stargazer, you have probably seen an
elusive light hovering near the horizon at twilight. It is a planet, Mercury, but it is nothing like our
own planet. A day on Mercury lasts for two-thirds of the planet's year. Its surface reaches
temperatures of over 400 degrees Celsius when the sun is out, then falls to almost -200 degrees
Celsius in the dead of night. Yet as different as Mercury is from our own planet, it is not nearly as
hard to imagine as a typical star, which is a huge furnace that burns billions of pounds of matter
each second and reaches temperatures of tens of millions of degrees at its core.Another thing
that is hard to imagine is how far away the planets and stars really are. The ancient Chinese built
stone towers so they could have a closer look at the stars. It's natural to think the stars and
planets are much closer than they really are-after all, in everyday life we have no experience of
the huge distances of space. Those distances are so large that it doesn't even make sense to
measure them in feet or miles, the way we measure most lengths. Instead we use the light-year,
which is the distance light travels in a year. In one second, a beam of light will travel 186,000
miles, so a light-year is a very long distance. The nearest star, other than our sun, is called
Proxima Centauri (also known as Alpha Centauri C), which is about four light-years away. That is
so far that even with the fastest spaceship on the drawing boards today, a trip to it would take
about ten thousand years.Ancient people tried hard to understand the universe, but they hadn't
yet developed our mathematics and science. Today we have powerful tools: mental tools such
as mathematics and the scientific method, and technological tools like computers and



telescopes. With the help of these tools, scientists have pieced together a lot of knowledge
about space. But what do we really know about the universe, and how do we know it? Where did
the universe come from? Where is it going? Did the universe have a beginning, and if so, what
happened before then? What is the nature of time? Will it ever come to an end? Can we go
backward in time? Recent breakthroughs in physics, made possible in part by new technology,
suggest answers to some of these long-standing questions. Someday these answers may seem
as obvious to us as the earth orbiting the sun-or perhaps as ridiculous as a tower of turtles. Only
time (whatever that may be) will tell.Chapter TwoOur Evolving Picture of the
Universe ALTHOUGH AS LATE AS THE TIME of Christopher Columbus it was common to find
people who thought the earth was flat (and you can even find a few such people today), we can
trace the roots of modern astronomy back to the ancient Greeks. Around 340 B.C., the Greek
philosopher Aristotle wrote a book called On the Heavens. In that book, Aristotle made good
arguments for believing that the earth was a sphere rather than flat like a plate. One argument
was based on eclipses of the moon. Aristotle realized that these eclipses were caused by the
earth coming between the sun and the moon. When that happened, the earth would cast its
shadow on the moon, causing the eclipse. Aristotle noticed that the earth's shadow was always
round. This is what you would expect if the earth was a sphere, but not if it was a flat disk. If the
earth were a flat disk, its shadow would be round only if the eclipse happened at a time when the
sun was directly under the center of the disk. At other times the shadow would be elongated-in
the shape of an ellipse (an ellipse is an elongated circle). The Greeks had another argument for
the earth being round. If the earth were flat, you would expect a ship approaching from the
horizon to appear first as a tiny, featureless dot. Then, as it sailed closer, you would gradually be
able to make out more detail, such as its sails and hull. But that is not what happens. When a
ship appears on the horizon, the first things you see are the ship's sails. Only later do you see its
hull. The fact that a ship's masts, rising high above the hull, are the first part of the ship to poke
up over the horizon is evidence that the earth is a ball. The Greeks also paid a lot of attention to
the night sky. By Aristotle's time, people had for centuries been recording how the lights in the
night sky moved. They noticed that although almost all of the thousands of lights they saw
seemed to move together across the sky, five of them (not counting the moon) did not. They
would sometimes wander off from a regular east-west path and then double back. These lights
were named planets-the Greek word for "wanderer." The Greeks observed only five planets
because five are all we can see with the naked eye: Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn.
Today we know why the planets take such unusual paths across the sky: though the stars hardly
move at all in comparison to our solar system, the planets orbit the sun, so their motion in the
night sky is much more complicated than the motion of the distant stars. Aristotle thought that
the earth was stationary and that the sun, the moon, the planets, and the stars moved in circular
orbits about the earth. He believed this because he felt, for mystical reasons, that the earth was
the center of the universe and that circular motion was the most perfect. In the second century
a.d. another Greek, Ptolemy, turned this idea into a complete model of the heavens. Ptolemy



was passionate about his studies. "When I follow at my pleasure the serried multitude of the
stars in their circular course," he wrote, "my feet no longer touch the earth." In Ptolemy's model,
eight rotating spheres surrounded the earth. Each sphere was successively larger than the one
before it, something like a Russian nesting doll. The earth was at the center of the spheres. What
lay beyond the last sphere was never made very clear, but it certainly was not part of mankind's
observable universe. Thus the outermost sphere was a kind of boundary, or container, for the
universe. The stars occupied fixed positions on that sphere, so when it rotated, the stars stayed
in the same positions relative to each other and rotated together, as a group, across the sky, just
as we observe. The inner spheres carried the planets. These were not fixed to their respective
spheres as the stars were, but moved upon their spheres in small circles called epicycles. As the
planetary spheres rotated and the planets themselves moved upon their spheres, the paths they
took relative to the earth were complex ones. In this way, Ptolemy was able to account for the
fact that the observed paths of the planets were much more complicated than simple circles
across the sky. Ptolemy's model provided a fairly accurate system for predicting the positions of
heavenly bodies in the sky. But in order to predict these positions correctly, Ptolemy had to make
an assumption that the moon followed a path that sometimes brought it twice as close to the
earth as at other times. And that meant that the moon ought sometimes to appear twice as big
as at other times! Ptolemy recognized this flaw, but nevertheless his model was generally,
although not universally, accepted. It was adopted by the Christian church as the picture of the
universe that was in accordance with scripture, for it had the great advantage that it left lots of
room outside the sphere of fixed stars for heaven and hell.Read more
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esmail, “A simple readable book on the physics of universe. I recommend reading this book
because the ideas are presented in a coherent and story-like way, although it's a simple yet
deep book about the physics of the universe. The book also has more meat to digest at one
sitting. It certainly deserves five stars. I plan to read it again in the future.”

Robert Lipsitz, “Physics is fun, well at least it used to be.. I listened to the audio version which is
well produced and well read. Book vs. CD the material is the same (the audio version has text
illustrations available on the last disk). Physics used to be a science that mere mortals such as
you and I, could aspire too. Certainly you needed mathematical skill, but with hard work and a
creative mind you could understand and study the physical world around you. This was the case
until early in the 20th century when Relativity and Quantum theories arose. At this point the
mathematics involved truly become difficult and esoteric to the point were only a relative handful
of people proficient in such mathematics could understand and develop further theories.
Additionally, as our knowledge expanded, sub-specialization in physics created a further
segregation of the material where even only a smaller few could understood the nuance and
intricacies of their specific field. In this milieu of high math and super specialization what is the
curious lay person to do?Read Stephen Hawking! In his casual manner and efficient eloquent
prose, he presents the current status of physics and cosmology such that you and I can actually
understand the principles and theories. I will never understand the derivation of the theories but
as Hawking explains I don't need to, through this book we do not become PhD students, simply
guests at his dinner table discussing what he is thinking. What great minds like Hawking are
thinking is infinitely more interesting than most other topics which come up at the average dinner
table. Somehow just understanding what these giants are working on makes me comfortable in
my relative ignorance, while I can never understand how they know, I can understand what they
know. When I read the A Brief History of Time in 1988 I felt the same way and must admit at that
time worried that Dr. Hawking would not live much longer due to the severity of his illness. It is
very comforting that he and his mind and his desire to include and share with us his intimate yet
wonderful knowledge of physics. He is among the select few that have the skill to educate the
masses in science. Hawking, Sagan and Feynman benefit mankind not only with their science
but with their dedication to teaching humanity. The brief bios on Einstein, Galileo and Newton
were an unexpected bonus.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Read this book if you ever wondered about our universe. This is a very
good book. It is important because it explains to us laypeople what the specialists in theoretical
physics now understand about the universe: how it operates, where it began, how it works, and
how time enters into the equation. It also lets us know that no one currently completely
understands our universe, and some of what remains to be learned.I attended a presentation by



Dr. Stephen Hawking of the content of "A Briefer History of Time", (through video hookup
instead of in person due to medical problems of the author) recently before receiving and
reading the book itself.Having a little knowledge of theoretical physics, the book was an easy
read for me. I was impressed with the way the authors used simple, everyday examples to
illustrate the basic and foundation concepts such as Einstein's theories of special and general
relativity, and how the theories regarding time, space, and the shape of the fabric of the universe
interact to provide insight into the reality of the universe in which we reside.Some have
complained about the minimal discussion in this book of current topics such as string theory and
M theory, but these are still being studied and developed -- I'm sure Dr. Hawking understands all
of the current theories but is not yet willing to commit his extraordinary credibility to any specific
theory among those available at this time.I believe that anyone who has ever even slightly
wondered how the stars got there or how our universe was formed should read this book. It is
worth the effort to think about the simple examples presented until you understand the concepts
being illustrated (especially in the relativity sections).Although I have the original "A Brief History
of Time", I have not read it all the way through, choosing other books instead, such as a
somewhat more technical but extremely well-written and edited book by Brian Greene, "The
Elegant Universe", (a finalist for a Pulitzer Prize for non-fiction), or a perhaps more readable but
slightly out of date (1994) book, "Hyperspace", by Michio Kaku. I have read and highly
recommend both of these for the more technically inclined readers.”

Cthulhu, “Brief, informative, enjoyable. As the almost forgotten Mr. Rumsfeld observed, there are
known unknowns and then there are unknown unknowns. Some of us are curious enough to at
least wonder about the former. Most of the rest of us lack the time or the dedication or, let's
admit it, the intellectual capacity to take the hard journey to the frontiers between what we know
or we believe we know today and what's on the other side - and the frontiers are moving farther
and farther away from us. It takes a down-to-Earth genius like Stephen Hawking to give us a
guided tour to the current limits of human knowledge and back and we can even get a hint of
what may be lying across the border. It's a high altitude flight and very little experience is
necessary for us to follow our guide but, when it's over, most of us are likely to agree that we
gained a better understanding of the world in which we live than we had before we started
reading. Unless we are string theorists ourselves, of course :)I found the book to be relatively
easy to read, interesting and informative. Even the little digressions into Newton's 'real' character
(not a very nice person) were welcome. It is, indeed, a history, in the sense that it maps the
human understanding of reality as it grew and evolved in time.In the end... I still have no idea
what TIME really is (does anyone?) but I enjoyed reading the book because, many time, I had
the feeling that 'aha, I DO understand this now'.”

John Hopper, “pretty accessible introduction to some mind-boggling stuff. As its name suggests,
this is a shorter, and less technical, version of the great scientist's most famous work, which I



have read to mark his recent passing. It covers in fairly crisp form the main historical
developments in our understanding of the history of the universe, and the nature of time and
space, and sub-atomic physics. In places, it still got a bit too technical for a lay reader like me,
but for the most part offered a fairly easily digestible summary of some mind-blowing theories
and chains of reasoning. This is mind-expanding stuff, that puts our concerns on planet Earth
into a unique perspective. The diagrams I thought were not very good, though.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Wow, mysteries made accessible. I left school a few weeks before my
16th birthday, with no qualifications. I have always been a reader though and made my way to
university in my 30s. I have never studied physics though but of course I am interested in the
how and why of existence, partly because of my religious beliefs. This book is wonderful, it
opens up questions that have been partially answered and discovered more to be asked. I would
love to see what resolutions will come on the future, but we need another Stephen Hawking to
move that forward, but, more importantly, to keep the ordinary people engaged and excited.”

Peter Richardson, “QUITE THE MOST STUNNING BOOK. The intellect and the presentation of
such complex of issues beyond much of normal understanding is breathtaking. Yes, of course
there are aspects which challenge your own IQ to be able to follow. But this is a book to read.
Don't approach it like a thriller where you can skim along and follow the twists and turns of the
plot relatively easily, a page turner. There are parts of this book where you can get caught up in
the sheer grandeur of the discoveries and propositions. You read quicker. But take time to
absorb the concepts and keep it as a book to return to over time, and marvel at the minds, of
those who wrote it and those whose earlier work, often with primitive tools, laid the foundation for
the discoveries it lays before you. Heck! I even understand the significance of E=Mc2 and how
nothing can go faster than light - me!”

The book by Stephen Hawking has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 1,459 people have provided
feedback.
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